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Middleton Conservancy Condominium Association 

Minutes from the Board of Directors  

June 22, 2021 

 

Present: Board Members: Lynn Buckmaster, Susan Goelzer, Mitch Hagens, Marcia Nelson, Amy Plumb, 

Dave Riley. Property Manager:  Stacy Bruner. 

Absent: None 

Call to Order:  6:01 pm by President Mitch Hagens; a quorum was present 

Approval of Agenda: Dave moved to approve the agenda; Amy seconded; carried. 

Review of Bruner’s Management Report – Stacy  

Reported that his time on MCCA items has reduced significantly with more questions/emails going to 

members of the BoD.  Other progress is reported under items below.  

Review of MCCA Committee Reports 

Documents – (Secretary) - Marcia – Marcia moved the minutes from the May 2021 meeting be 

approved; Dave seconded; carried. 

• The Annual Calendar was reviewed for upcoming work to be done.  

• Voter designee roster (required by state law) is 100% complete.  A designee can be changed at 

any time for any reason.  A form, available from the property manager or MCCA Secretary, 

needs to be completed to make the change. 

• Updated the owner’s roster (voter designee plus other owners) and sent to BoD and to be posted 

on the website  

• Updated the owner’s listserv that Lynn Buckmaster uses for Sunshine announcements. Others 

use this list for informational purposes to the owners including the Property Manager.  

• Confirmed that the Annual Owner’s Meeting will be Wednesday, November 3, 2021. Place and 

further information will come out once determined.  Because of changes to the language in the 

condo docs is on the agenda, all owners are encouraged to attend.  

 

Finance (Treasurer) – Stacy (Anita Matcha resigned May 26, 2021) May 2021 financials: Net Income, 

$15,327.01; Disbursements, $53,978.25 were high due to down payment on the roof for (3201-3203-

Goelzer-Densmore) and insulation for the same unit; Delinquency, $1,140 although is paid as of this 

meeting; Reserves, $1,031,353.15; All Accounts, $1,070,279.79; Total YTD increase in Reserves, 

$2,578.74. Marcia moved we accept the report; Amy seconded; carried.   

 

• Dave Riley and Lynn Buckmaster have signature authority for financials in addition to the 

treasurer (who has now resigned) so will deal with financials that require signatures.  Stacy will 

continue to complete the financials and report until a new board member is appointed and the 

treasure position determined.  Oversite of the financials is the responsibility of the Board.    

 

Architecture Review Maintenance Committee (ARMC) – Susan  

Also see attached report - The re-roofing on 3201-3203 is scheduled to begin in July.  A down payment 

was made.  Deck repairs will be made with materials that match current decks.  The work will start with 

4-5 owners and their decks will be painted once work is completed.  The bid for painting back decks was 

$58,000, more than expected and budgeted for. Next year more decks will be painted.   

 

Lund (3224) made a request to rebuild the deck and porch on her unit that is like a recent one constructed 

at 3224 where the roof was extended and has better construction.  ARMC will review the plans and make 
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a decision.  Any rebuilding, ongoing maintenance and upkeep will be at the expense of the owner and 

future owners.  A signed document will be acquired from the owner to stipulate this agreement.  

 

Last month Buckmaster (3318) reported a metal thing in the floor of the garage that looked like the water 

utility access points like others in driveways.  Stacy investigated and determined it is a private sewer wash 

out in their garage.  To have it removed would be at the owner’s expense.  Stacy is getting a bid.  The 

owner will decide what to do about it.  

 

The deck replacement at 3201 (Goelzer) is estimated at $41,000.  It still needs to be determined what the 

association will pay for and what the owner is responsible for as the owner has decided to use glass and 

metal. The price of lumber has gone up 400% because of lumber shortages but prices seem to be coming 

down now.  Construction is possible to begin in the fall.  

 

Ganski (3326) reported that the yellow no parking line in front of their unit and a fire hydrant is chipping 

off again.  It’s been painted at least twice.  ARMC will investigate the problem.  

 

Landscape Committee - Amy – The committee met twice this month because of all the landscape 

requests.  Good Oak was removing invasives and some bushes on the berm at the south end.  Bassett 

removed some junipers ($900) and there still needs to be a replacement for them ($1100). They also will 

review the health of several trees that are losing their leaves.  Tree trimming, as approved in the 3-year 

plan, will begin soon.  There is a large tree overhanging into the condo property next door and that they 

are very concerned about falling and damaging their units.  Bassett will inspect and make a 

recommendation.  Installing railing at steps going from the side of units down to the lower level was 

discussed again.  At the last meeting it was determined the steps were for erosion control and railings are 

not required. The steps, which are railroad ties, are beginning to rot and need replacement which is not in 

the budget for this year.  The LC has also taken over responsibility for the rock walls which were 

previously in the ARMC budget.  

Insurance - Joanne – Mitch reported that the insurance policy with American Family is to be reviewed 

in August and is up for renewal in January.  Joanne reviewed the bid from them which had a 5-10% 

increase and recommended it be accepted.   There were a few questions about provisions in the policy, 

e.g., regarding auxiliary buildings which we have none of, vehicles being driven which we have none of, 

and employees which we have none of.  Stacy thought it might just be a common provision in an 

umbrella policy with no additional expense, but he will check with the agent to confirm that.  

Government Affairs - Cheryl – Nothing to report  

Sunshine/Social – Lynn  

There is currently a balance of $328.15 in the Sunshine Fund. Flowers were sent to a neighbor who had a 

bike accident.  Approximately 30 people joined together for the summer solstice celebration.  Plans will 

be coming out for other gathering in July and August.  Ideas are welcomed and anyone is invited to assist 

with the social activities. Contact Lynn.   

Old Business Updates 

Approve new Landscape Rules & Regs - Amy – two of the committee members are pulling out 

the rules from the larger document so they are easier to reference.  Stacy can post the entire 

document to the website. 
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Smoke & Temperature Monitoring Survey of Owners - Dave – Dave emailed a letter to 

owners in early June, Clarifying our Smoke / Temperature Monitoring Requirements.  He handed 

out a summary of responses from the owners so far. See attachment 2.  He reported that 18 out of 

20 responses encouraged outside, 3rd party monitoring of fire/temp and some included other 

suggestions to be monitored like carbon monoxide or water leakage. There was discussion about 

recent new owners needing to upgrade smoke/carbon monoxide detectors to code when they 

moved into their new homes, which is the owner’s responsibility not Capital Fire and Security’s 

There was concern that longer term owners have not been keeping smoke detectors and alarms 

up to code and perhaps need a reminder. Stacy can put the reminder of the state requirement in 

the newsletter that they need to bring systems up to current standards according to code and at 

their expense.  Dave will continue to collect responses from owners and report back at the next 

meeting. Motion: Dave moved that the MCCA Board affirms our commitment to required 

external monitoring of our alarm systems (in line with the feedback we received from the 

community), and the Board will establish an ad hoc committee to investigate the options 

available to us. Seconded by Mitch; carried.   

He recommended at ad hoc committee be established to review current fire/temp systems and 

any newer systems.  Marcia asked about including the 24/7 monitoring from an outside 

professional monitoring vendor which he said would be in the charge to the committee.  Dave 

will chair the committee and will recruit a small ad hoc committee from among those who have 

already shown interest by sending their advice to the Board. He will aim for members who 

represent the variety of main viewpoints on the issue.  There was no date determined for a report 

except that it must be before mid- September when materials are prepared to be sent to owners in 

early October for the Annual Owners Meeting in November.   

Replacement of Mailboxes - Stacy – Work should start next week. 

Deck Repairs & Replacement – Susan – See above and ARMC report in the attachments.   

Proposed New Business 

Fill Open Board Position – Mitch – Anita Matcha, board member and treasurer, resigned from 

the Board on May 26, 2021. The rules say that when there is a vacancy where a term has not 

been completed that an owner can be appointed to fulfil the term, in this case to November 2022. 

Stacy will send out communication soliciting volunteers and nominations especially of those 

with a financial or accounting background to also take over the treasurer duties. Details of the 

duties will be in the email. 

Re-assign Treasurer Duties – Mitch asked Stacy to continue to prepare the financials as usual 

and to provide the treasurer’s report until the position was filled.  Dave Riley and Lynn 

Buckmaster have signature authority at the financial institutions and will be responsible for 

duties that need signatures.  Anita has notified the financial institutions to remove her name from 

MCCA accounts.  Some CDs are coming due that need attention.  Stacy will keep the board 

informed.  The board is responsible for oversite of financials.  
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Pre-planning for Annual Meeting of Owners – Marcia got consensus from the board on the 

date of the annual meeting, which is Wednesday, November 3, 2021.  Mitch had suggested that 

the Middleton Public Library might be a good venue as it has more space.  Marcia had checked 

with the library, but they aren’t taking reservations yet as they just reopened due to the past year 

of COVID shut down and restrictions.  She was informed that they should restart their process 

soon.  Stacy will also look for a larger venue.  There was discussion about the proxy process that 

worked exceptionally well last year. Nearly all owners submitted the proxy. The packet of 

information to owners was received very well which included more specific information on 

projects and scheduled and pending maintenance from the ARMC and LC.  The reports were an 

excellent addition to the packed and will be carried forward for this year.  

 

Meeting Adjourn: 7:30 pm   

The next scheduled Board meeting is on Tuesday, July 27, 2021, 6 pm, hosted by Amy Plumb, 3315.  

Owners are always invited to attend board meetings.      

*************************************** 

The Annual Owners meeting is November 3, 2021. More information will be available closer to the 

meeting date.   

Owners have access to meeting minutes and further condo documents via the website at: 

www.brunerrealtyinc.com/pages/mcca-owner-portal    Owners have the password.  

ARMC standing meetings are the second Wednesday of the month. Contact the chair, Susan Goelzer, for 

details. Requests should be submitted well in advance of the meetings.  

Landscape Committee standing meetings are the first or second Tuesday of the month. Contact the chair, 

Amy Plumb, for details. Requests should be submitted well in advance of the meetings. 

Continue to See Attachments 
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Attachment 1  

Architecture Review Maintenance Committee (ARMC) 

 

Minutes: June 8, 2021 @ 2 pm - Members: Susan Goelzer (Chair), Pat Eagan, Alan Lee, Ken Wiesner, 

Stacy Bruner (Property Manager)  

June 8, 2021 @ 2 PM - Members Present: Susan Goelzer. Pat Eagan, Ken Wiesner  

May Meeting Minutes Approved  

Old Business  

BOD Meetings Updates Susan Goelzer  

• Discussed loss of staff at Bruner Reality creating a need to outsource the Mailbox 

Replacement Project.  

• Updated member on the third-party monitoring (CFS) discussions.  

• Updated members on Landscape Committee Activity  

3201/3203 Roof Replacement  

• Planned for July 2021. Will follow up with Stacy and Storm Guard  

Deck Repair Schedule  

• Repairs were initially to be started by Bruner, but loss of staff impacted timeline. Work to 

get started with most concerning safety issues. Most likely outsourced.  

• Deck Replacement  

• ARMC confirmed that repairs will be done using existing materials.  

• Any complete structural replacement as required by a third party would be done with 

composite materials where possible to decrease future maintenance costs.  

• Members discussed future deck replacement requirements. Will finalize as we gain 

experience with replacing the deck at 3201  

• Need bids for the deck rebuild as required and approved at 3201 to determine amount 

covered by the Association. Unfortunately, materials cost has gone up almost 400% in 

the past 18 months while decisions were being made. Once contracts are signed it is 

likely that there will be an eight-week delay in getting materials. This deck was identified 

as unsafe in Spring 2020 but will likely not be replaced until fall of 2022 in the best-case 

scenario.  

Garage Drain: (3318) Buckmaster - need update from Stacy  

Review Spreadsheet: need update from Stacy  
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New Business  

Annual Storm/Sewer Report Pending - Stacy Bruner  

Screen Porch Request (Erika Lund- 3224)  

• ARMC discussed the request to build a screened porch similar to the most recent build. 

ARMC would review plans when available. Owner was informed that this would be at 

her cost to build and maintain.  

Ice Dam Follow-up (Mitch Hagen/Vickroy - 3225): Stacy to follow up  

Bats/Pest Control: Scheduled  

Deck Painting Schedule  

• Total Cost Estimate for entire complex rear decks was almost $60,000. In the past this 

cost was prorated with some owners charged given screen porches or size?  

• We would plan to build routine maintenance of decks structures into future budgets  

ARMC Communications  

• Ideally ARMC would have monthly update in the newsletter to keep owners up to date on 

projects in the neighborhood. Will follow up with Stacy  

Unit Maintenance Records  

• Ken Wiesner and David Riley are starting this project so that at least going forward we 

have a record of maintenance and improvements in each unit  

Current Priorities: Decks  

-End Report- 

******************************************************************** 

Continue to Read Attachments 
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Attachment 2 – Report from Dave Riley – See Old Business 

MCCA Smoke / Temp Monitoring – 6/22/2021 

Some findings from the community feedback: 

4 Half of the 20 responses voiced a preference for our past policy of requiring a 

community-wide external monitor. 

2   There was consensus that we should require or encourage third party monitoring (18 out of 20 

responses). 

3   There was disagreement on whether monitoring should be required with a single external 

vendor (10 responses) or if individual owners should be able to decide how to provide that 

external monitoring (8 responses).  

4   There was disagreement about the quality of the current monitoring system provided by 

Capitol Fire & Safety, with some owners viewing the Capitol equipment and service as 

competent and reassuring, while others view it as becoming obsolete (no longer state-of-the-art). 

(This variety of viewpoints are not far off the mixed viewpoints of the Board two months ago, 

when it recorded a split vote to pursue some other system than the current one with Capitol.) 

Draft motion:  The MCCA Board affirms our commitment to required external monitoring of our 

alarm systems (in line with the feedback we received from the community), and the Board will 

establish an ad hoc committee to investigate the options available to us.   

That would leave these questions ahead of us: 

A   What are the other businesses in this area offering an alarm monitoring service? 

B   What hardware and service would Capitol and the other services offer us today, at what 

upfront and continuing prices?   

(NOTE:  The Capitol website doesn’t offer systems like ours anymore.  All their 

systems are Wi-Fi enabled so they can sync with smart thermostats, and they 

appear to connect with the external monitor through the Wi-Fi___33 (not 

telephone land line).   

C   Should we allow owners to use different systems (that meet our criteria), or should we 

require everyone use the same external monitoring system? 

-End Report- 


